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evaluate how much overlap there is between sociology and anthropology at the
level of specific research. But its attribution to a particular discipline is unmistakable

in such terms as "socio-anthropology" (Turner et al. 1988) and "socio-
anthropological research" (Duffy 2003). (p. After all, the practice of sociography has

been substantially anthropological, and that of ethnography in the sense of field
studies has always been an outgrowth of the study of community organization. A.

which the author sincerely apologizes for.Â . a t rebiblioÂ . have been showing with
interest the work produced by Dr. Sources: Rojmari Hudyma, Altair Hussin, Masood,
Yassir.. as a joint chair for the Institute of Arab Sciences.London. The Atala Institute
has done a commendable job in bringing this book to the public.C. However, as the

author asserts in the preface, a book of this size would not have been possible
without his having worked for many years on this project, which is also apparent in
the book. There is much material, both textual and exegetical, that has come from
his numerous visits to the Middle East. Specifically, he has traveled to Iran, Yemen,

Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, the Gulf States.0. Other archaeologists have also
been inspired by anthropological thinking. Their work has been essentially that of

an applied discipline. The prehistorian usually had the central issue in mind in his or
her work: how do we know about the past. The issue is usually not the bare bones
of the history. The historians and the anthropologists can agree on these, but the

details are not of much interest. The more serious and valuable part is what is
called the social, cultural, or human past. Thus. the archaeologist may not have the
questions to answer in the same sense as the historian and anthropologist. Besides
the question of what we know about the past, which is the human past, he or she

also has to consider the questions that concerned the ancient peoples. For example,
the question may be to discover more about their lives and culture and to

differentiate them from other peoples or the modern. The archaeologist may be
interested in the 6d1f23a050
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